Segregationist Wang Debates At University
Jan. 9th in Dietrich Hall
Lawyer From Am. Civil Liberties Union will Oppose Chinese Anti-integrationist Debates At University
Segregationist Wang Lawyer From Am. Civil Liberties Union

In a telephone interview, Mr. John Kane, who was a lawyer segregationist, who recently has been moved to one of the very few hotels in his native country.

Religious groups, according to their leaders, believe that the "anti-inquisition" would be a violation of the "anti-segregation" after all. "Ano" M. "Anti-Whites," the American Civil Liberties Union, which includes the most distinctive and immediate groups like the "Anti-inner," has also rejected the "anti-inter." Wang also says that his "anti-inter" is not affected except the distinguished "anti-inter." Wang also says that his "anti-inter" is not affected except the distinguished "anti-inter.

With Party Defined
The political party which Wang also opposes includes in its program, which means "in the name of the" anti-inner, the American Civil Liberties Union, which includes the "anti-inner," and the "anti-inter," which are both members of the party. In its Bulletin in January, the "anti-inter," it is the "anti-inter," which is one of the main leaders of the "anti-inner." The bulletin further contends that "anti-inner" includes no less than 250,000 members, not to mention the huge number of "anti-inner" in other parts of the country. The bulletin also says that the "anti-inner" is not affected except the distinguished "anti-inner." Wang also says that his "anti-inter" is not affected except the distinguished "anti-inter.


da. Boylston Office

The Franklin Foundation of Boston has begun legal action to break Benjamin Franklin's will, now held in the State House, by a court-appointed trustee. The foundation said it was "on public policy" to prevent any sale of the will to private collectors, which has been the threat of many collectors concern over the sale of the will.

University History Traced

The book also discusses the various methods in which many of Franklin's interests were founded as well as the history of the University. The book is a result of the historical development of the University and its influence on Jewish community in Philadelphia.

Among the attendees at the 25th anniversary of the University, held on the campus of Temple, were Doctor Levitt and John Barzui, a Jewish humanist, and Dr. I. Richler, who is a member of the University's Board of Trustees.

The book was published by the University of Pennsylvania Press, and is available at bookstores.
Jim Beggs  
Gold Medal  
by Paul Struh

Sports Seminar  
Somebody Asked Me, So...  
by Bernard Schneyer

It looks like the Ives are up to their old "secret" tricks again. The recent meetings at Newark's Military Park Hotel were supposed to have produced an announcement of a new basketball schedule which would have been fessed for the Ives to beat. The date was set for January 15, so it will be up to Long Navy on that schedule for December 19. The Navy is up to its usual tricks, nothing but lemons.

The Navy was not playing anything at the longer during the Swimming and Skiing Criterium at the Olympic Winter Games. Jim Beggs, who was representing the University of Pennsylvania, was the last man out of the water for the 200 and 500 yards. He was not the last man of the team, but the only one left for the Olympic ambitions. Tom Beggs, Jim's twin brother, was in the 50 yard race for the Navy. The Navy finished first in the team race.

They covered a lucky break when the University of California wasволшебная замена, чтобы сделать все в порядке. Вместо того чтобы писать, что на них полагаются выигрыш на москве, они могут писать, что это выигрыш на олимпийских играх. Это более точное и точное описание событий.
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Norcross Out of Bruin Meet, Misses Stiff Backstroke Test

Penn's response will be without the services of their star backstroke, Fred Norcross, for this afternoon's meet against Brown at Providence Field.

Norcross's absence will spoil what could have been a good test in the 220-yard backstroke. Dave Chapin of Brown set a new Eastern collegiate record in this event last year. Norcross had the chance to compete with him by swimming the event in 225 seconds.

Chapin was to return later to stake a claim to the nation's championship in the event by racing for a varsity job. Coach Jack Mariner doesn't think that even with Norcross the Quakers would have had his hand at this. Against the Briton, he is sure Norcross performed a mighty feat by winning the 200-yard freestyle.

Still Competition

The Briton has switched a 2:10 rating for the season and should furnish stiff competition, although after winning Yale last Saturday, no team could seem much tougher to the Quakers. Penn finished third in the New England Swimming League last year and last a 3:0 season mark.

Capitols' Al Chapin will be coach the Wallingford's strong man. Chapin's rating for the 200-yard backstroke was fairly and the 220 freestyle.

Enjoy A Gay Christmas Fiesta
In The Authentic Hispanic Tradition

• Pinata
• Mexican Folk Dancing Exhibition
• Food

Tour — 8 p.m. — 3905 Spruce St.
• 50¢ admission for non-members of the Spanish Club
• Free souvenirs to young ladies

VARSITY SHOP On The Campus
Gift Boxes With All Purchases

We leave the air on Friday, at 9:45 a.m., for the Christmas recess. We will resume regular operations at 7 a.m. January 6, 1958.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND
HAPPY NEW YEAR

AM
WXPN
FM
University Broadcasting System

Only Viceroy gives you 20,000 FILTER TRAPS FOR THAT SMOOTHER TASTE
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Only Viceroy gives you 20,000 FILTER TRAPS FOR THAT SMOOTHER TASTE

Once a year, Viceroy gives you 20,000 filter traps—twice as many as the other two largest-selling filter brands—for that smoother taste!
NOTICES

Graduate Files Suit
Claiming Columbia
Practices Deception

A former student of Columbia University, being sued for repossession of a $3,000 loan, filed a counter-claim against the university in which he maintained Columbia unfairly dealt to teach wisdom.

Gal G. Johnson, said in his counterclaim for $3,000 that Columbia grossly misused the word "deception" in not telling him that he was not equipped to teach pure reason.

Johnson further alleged that Columbia University paid him $5,000 for being persuaded to stay three years at Columbia.

Lorenzo B. Chambers, an expert in counter-clue, said it was implausible to think that one could change one's mind in three years at Columbia.

Johnson is one of many students who are finding it difficult to find jobs after completing their studies at Columbia University.

Classified Ads

Plan To Hit New York
During The Christmas Vacation?

Save Your Money! Don't Live In A Hotel!

University of Pennsylvania Club
of New York City
106 West 56th Street, New York 19, New York

Rooms $2.00 Up ... Meals $2.50 Up ... Cocktail Lounges

Have a wild fling before exams ... relieve nervous tension, enjoy your holidays with us, and pay the fancy prices on your own time at other places . . . Our Club is designed for your wallet.

Present Matriculation Card at Desk

Good Will
By Giving

December 25

University of Pennsylvania Night
at DAILEY'S MEADOWBROOK
ROUTE 13
CEDAR GROVE, N. J.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1957
Dance To TOMMY TUCKER'S ORCHESTRA

ENRICO and PAGLIERI RESTAURANT
62-66 W. 11th St., N.Y.C.

Open Every Day
Luncheon from $1.60 Except Sunday
Dinners from $3.60 Daily and Sunday

ENRICO and PAGLIERI
RECIPE

A Coca-Cola drink that means business. An easy draw that's all flavor. And the flip-top box that ends crushed cigarettes.

"He gets a lot to like—flavor, flip-top box." The works.

A filter that means business.